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The Guides Angle 

 
 

Destination Fishing 101? 
 
  This is the time of year where most fishing in the Northern Hemisphere is prime. 
The snow pack is almost done melting in high elevations in the Rockies and 
weather patterns are more stable for many salt water venues. It's time to plan 
that annual trip to your destination river, lake or ocean fishing Mecca.  
  Why not higher a local guide to help you get ready for that dream trip? Most 
experienced guides have fished many of these distant waters or know clients 
who have and would be willing to share what they know to help you prep for your 
expedition.  
   We see more and more customers coming to us before their big trip say to the 
Rockies to trout fishing. They want to get better acquainted with their gear and do 
an inventory of gadgets so when they arrive to their destination they know where 
everything is stored. Maybe they need some casting tune-up tips, a knot tying 
session or  maybe practice mending techniques to help get ready for selective 
wild fish on Western waters. Many salt water venues present a challenge for 
novice casters that will be dealing with excessive winds and wave action. 
    Believe it or not we here at River Through Atlanta Guide Service can help you 
right here on the Chattahoochee River! To get ready for wild trout trying booking 
a half or full day float trip in an authentic McKenzie drift boat targeting wild 
stream-bred Chattahoochee brown trout which are NOT easy to come by and will 
put your angling skills to the challenge. I myself have been humbled in New 
Zealand waters but I have been able to pass along trials &triumphs to clients 
traveling to the Southern Hemisphere. If you really want to prep for salt water try 
double-hauling large deceivers for double digit striped bass on the Lower River 
and practice taming large fish on your reel drag system.  Better yet try site fishing 
with a guide for 20lbs carp cruising the mud flats with your guide poling from the 
platform and barks the location of the target to simulate your redfish or bonefish 
situations. Don't waste your precious time learning techniques on your vacation 
let us help speed up that learning curve before you go. 
    Here is a list of countries our guides have fished; Bahamas,Australia, Ireland, 
England, Austria, Germany, Puerto Rico, Canada,Chile, South Africa, New 
Zealand, Bermuda. United States; GA,PA, MI, CT, MT NC, TN, WY, MT, AR,AK, 
MO, FL,NC,KY,SC,WA, OR,AL,LA,ID,WV, VA,CO, CA to name a few. 
 
Tight lines!  
Chris	  


